REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS:
Market Analysis for HCAAC owned properties located at 102 Crain Hwy,
Glen Burnie, MD 21061(Glen Square) and 500 Stoney Hill Ct, Odenton, MD
21113 (Stoney Hill)

PROPOSALS are due in electronic format delivered to dhadjis@hcaac.org no later than
3 PM (local time) August 3, 2020.

THE OFFEROR BEARS SOLE AND STRICT RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUBMITTING A
RESPONSE TO THIS RFP AT THE OFFICES OF T H E H O U S I N G C O M M I S S I O N
ON OR BEFORE THE STATED TIME AND DATE. H C A A C WILL IN NO WAY BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR T H E C O S T O F P R E P A R I N G P R O P O S A L S O R
DELAYS CAUSED BY THE UNITED STATES MAIL DELIVERY OR CAUSED BY ANY
OTHER OCCURRENCE, EXCEPT FOR FAXED QUESTIONS SEEKING CLARIFICATION
OF THIS RFP. HCAAC WILL NOT ACCEPT FAXED SUBMISSIONS.
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INTRODUCTION:
I.

SCOPE OF SERVICES:

The Housing Commission of Anne Arundel is requesting market analysis services
from eligible professionals and vendors to support the application for Low Income
Housing Tax Credits with the Maryland Department of Housing and Community
Development(MD DHCD). The existing Glen Square and Stoney Hill properties will
be combined under one project. The market study shall present the data for both
properties in one report. In addition to the existing units, the project may include
a new construction of approximately 50 units of affordable housing.
Based on the MD DHCD requirements, the Market Study must be prepared by an
independent professional who has experience with affordable multifamily rental
housing in Maryland and whose firm appears either on the list of acceptable market
analysts maintained by DHCD or on the list of firms who have undergone peer review
by the National Council of Housing Market Analysts (NCHMA).
The Market Study must be consistent with the most recent version of the NCHMA
Model Content Standards for Rental Housing Market Studies, which is available on
the NCHMA website at:
https://www.housingonline.com/councils/national-council-housing-market
analysts/modelcontent-standards/
A hard copy of the Market Study must be bound and submitted, and a copy must
be submitted electronically (Microsoft Word or Adobe).
The Market Study shall present the following:

I.1 Market Analysis

The Market Study must:
•

•
•

Provide a detailed project description, including the proposed number of units by
number of bedrooms, unit size in square feet, utility allowances for tenant-paid
utilities, and rents.
Provide a geographic definition (other than a simple radius) of the primary market
area (PMA) and secondary market area (SMA), including maps of the PMA and SMA
Provide a complete and accurate description of the site and the immediate
surrounding area, including:
o Information and statistics pertaining to school performance, including State
standardized testing results compared to the State’s average; graduation
rates compared to the State’s average; and an analysis of how this
information might affect the market performance of the project;
o Information about opportunities for recreation, education, convenient
access to mass transit or rail systems, and community activities for the
building, project site, and
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

o Information and/or statistics on crime in the PMA relative to data for the
overall area. Where the data on crime in the PMA is limited, information for
the broader
Provide a summary of market-related strengths and/or weaknesses that may
influence the project’s marketability, including:
o Quantifying and discussing market advantage of the subject property and
impact on marketability;
o Projecting and explaining any future changes in the housing stock within the
PMA; and
o Identifying risks (e.g. competitive properties which may come on line at the
same time as the subject property, declining population in the PMA),
unusual conditions, and mitigating circumstances;
Provide an opinion of the market analyst of market feasibility including the prospect
for long-term performance of the property given housing and demographic trends
and economic factors;
For properties with project-based Section 8 or USDA Rural Housing assistance,
provide a marketability opinion in the event the Section 8 Housing Assistance
Payments (HAP) or USDA Rural Housing rental assistance agreement is not renewed
or expires;
Derive a market rent and an achievable rent and then compare them to the
proposed rent;
Evaluate the need for voucher support or HUD contracts;
Provide an estimate of the number of renter households qualified by income and, if
appropriate, age for the targeted program(s) (using the definition of Elderly
Household per HUD guidance) and persons with disabilities or special needs setasides, if any, in the PMA;
Provide rent levels, operating expenses, comparative amenity study, turnover rates,
waiting lists, and vacancy rates of comparable projects in the market area with an
analysis of the competitive advantages offered by the applicant’s proposed project;
Support the applicant’s proposed vacancy rate and the income targeting of the
project; and
Provide a summary of the project’s positive and negative attributes and impact on
existing projects already in DHCD’s portfolio and projects in DHCD’s current
processing pipeline. To ensure that the Market Study addresses all the relevant
properties, the market analyst should use the DHCD website to generate a proximity
report identifying properties within up to 5 miles of the project site.

I.2 Capture Rate
•

•

The Market Study must provide a capture rate for the proposed project overall, as
well as capture rates for each targeted income band, and bedroom count (i.e., 1
bedroom units, 2 bedroom units, etc.);
Rent burdens (rent plus utility allowance, if any) may not exceed 30% of gross
income except in elderly projects where rent burdens may not exceed 35% of gross
income; and
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•

The overall capture rate for a project must not exceed 10%, and the maximum
capture rate for individual income bands and bedroom counts must not exceed 20%.

I.3 Penetration Rate – New Construction Projects Only
•

•

The Market Study must provide the penetration rate for the proposed project
overall, as well as for each targeted income band in accordance with NCHMA
guidelines;
The penetration rate for a project must not exceed 100% for the overall project and
for each individual income band.

I.4 Vacancy Rates
•

The Market Study must demonstrate that the overall vacancy rate in the PMA for
the type of project proposed (i.e. family/elderly) does not exceed 15% and the
vacancy rate among affordable rental properties of the same type in the PMA does
not exceed 10%.

I.5 Income Levels
•
•

The Market Study must provide a detailed analysis of the income levels of the
potential tenants for the proposed units; and
The Market Study must state and support the minimum household income used for
total housing expenses to set the lower limit of the targeted household income
range.

I.6 Absorption Rate
•
•

II.

The Market Study must provide an absorption rate for the proposed project; and
The Market Study must define and justify the absorption period and absorption rate
for the subject property, which includes documentation and descriptions that show
the methodology for calculations in the analysis section and relate the conclusions
to the data.

COST PROPOSAL:
The respondent shall provide a cost to perform market study services and
submit a combined report both properties described in the scope of services.
The cost shall include sufficient organization, personnel and management staff
with the qualifications to perform the scope of services for the lump sum
amount of:
__________________________________
(Amount in words)

($________________)
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III.

RFP RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS:
III.I
III.II
III.III

III.IV
III.V
III.VI
III.VII

IV.

The Consultant must be able to prove through their responses they have the
necessary qualifications and experience to provide the Market Analysis
services.
The respondent must provide a copy of the company resume highlighting the
relevant experience with market studies compliant with MD DHCD
requirements
Respondent must submit a description of services covered by their proposal
and the lump sum cost to perform the services. If there are additional
services commonly required to complete the work, the respondent should
include a schedule of fees for such services.
The response must include the time required to complete the work and any
items required by the analyst to start the work.
Respondent should submit a list of references for whom the firm provided
similar Market Analysis services
The submission must include completed Exhibits A-C.
The Proposals need to be submitted electronically to dhadjis@hcaac.org

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Responses will be evaluated to determine the extent to which the respondent's capabilities
and approach meet the needs of the Owner. The following point values will be used for
evaluation purposes with the points shown being the maximum number that can be
awarded for each criterion:
CRITERIA

MAXIMUM POINTS

1. Professional experience of the firm in relation to the
2.

3.
4.

5.

work to be performed.
Demonstrated competence and specialized
experience of the respondent for work that is
similar to this engagement
Nature and quality of completed work that is similar to
this engagement
Current capacity to undertake this project and history of
timeliness in meeting deadlines
Fee proposal
Total Maximum Points

25
25

15
10
25
100

Each response will be ranked using the above criteria based upon the information
presented in the statements, the references provided by the respondent, the Owner's
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knowledge from prior engagements, if applicable, independent background checks and
other factual information available to the Owner. Respondents are advised to provide
sufficient information and references to demonstrate their approach, experience and
capabilities.
Housing Commission of Anne Arundel County
is an Equal Opportunity Employer

V.

MISCELLANEOUS:
V.I

Rules, Laws and Regulations

The Respondent shall comply with all laws, ordinances and regulations applicable to the
services contemplated herein, especially those applicable to conflicts of interest. HCAAC
will presume that the Respondent is familiar with all federal, state and local laws,
ordinances, codes, rules and regulations that may in any way affect the services.
V.II

Discretion

The determination of the criteria and process whereby responses are evaluated,
the decision as to who shall receive a contract award, or whether or not an award shall
be made as a result of this RFP, shall be at the sole and absolute discretion of HCAAC.

___________________________________
Company Name
By: ___________________________________
Signature
Title:__________________________________
Date: _________________________________
Address:_______________________________
______________________________________
Telephone No:__________________________
Email Address: __________________________
Taxpayer I.D. No: ________________________
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ATTACHMENTS AND EXHIBITS:

EXHIBIT A
EXHIBIT B
EXHIBIT C
EXHIBIT D

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
REFERENCES
HUD FORM 2992: CERTIFICATION OF NO DEBARMENT
HUD-5369-C: CERTIFICATION AND REPRESENTATIONS OF OFFERORS
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Exhibit A
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
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Exhibit B

REFERENCES

1. ___________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________________________
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